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A golden 
opportunity
Culinary Arts students from College of the 

North Atlantic travelled to Vancouver and 
the 2010 Olympic Winter Games to give the 
world a taste of Newfoundland and Labrador’s 
unique and delicious cuisine.

Students from the Atlantic Provinces visited 
the Atlantic Canada House on Granville Island, 
Vancouver, where they cooked and served for 
over 600 people a day.  

Four CNA students; Adam Durnford, Bill 
Hickey, David Jones and Paul Martin were chosen 
to go because of their combination of kitchen 
skills, attitude in the kitchen, maturity, grades, 
attendance and the ability to work under pretty 
stressful conditions.  They were accompanied 
by Instructional Assistant, Roger Andrews and 
Commercial Cooking instructor, Brian Abbott.

The Newfoundland and Labrador team 
decided to take traditional dishes and give them 
a modern twist.

“We did a lobster pogo with partridgeberry 
ketchup, a yellowtail flounder fritter with pickled 
root vegetables and salt beef, split pea pie and 
made all the dishes in a hor d’ourve, canapé or 
appetizer size,” explained Hickey. 

“It felt great to hear all the positive feedback 
from the people who came to the tastings, 
especially when you explain that you are 
actually from Newfoundland and they seem 
genuinely thankful that you would go all that 
way there to do this.”

Andrews helped organize the trip which took 
the students to the Olympic stage.

“It was a great experience. There was lots of 
energy in the air from the moment we landed 
at the airport to when we walked the streets. It 
was overall a very festive mood in the city the 
whole time. However, from a kitchen standpoint, 
it was very busy. We were responsible as a group 
to pull off four types of canapés a day for 600 
people; 2,400 a day in total with different ones 
each day,” he said.

Rogers is no stranger to a fast pace cooking 
environment. He also participated in the 
Culinary Olympics as part of Team Canada in 
2008. Now, he’s been named an alternate for 
the 2012 event in Luxemburg, Germany. 

“Qualifications are that you have 
to be a national member of the Canadian 
Culinary Federation of Chefs and Cooks and 
be willing to dedicate four years to various 
team functions. Each member also has a lot of 
competition history. I definitely specialize in the 
hot competition with an emphasis on Seafood 
Appetizers.”

With instructing full-time through the 
culinary program at CNA and training for Culinary 
Olympics, Rogers somehow found the time to 
attend Atlantic Canada House celebrations in 
Vancouver, guiding the four students through 
their successful food choices. 

“We had lots of great comments from the 
guests and the Vancouver Sun rated us as one of 
the top three pavilions of the whole Olympics, 
which was an honour. We were up there with 
the Russian pavilion and the Dutch pavilion,” 
he said.

The College of the North Atlantic team were 
able to see different products and methods 
from other colleges in Atlantic Canada, they 
realized their skill set was on par with other 
schools in the region. 

“It was interesting to be talking with other 
students and realizing you all speak the same 
kitchen lingo, but the experience of seeing 
how they do certain dishes and how they plate 
their dishes was great to see, it gives you more 
techniques to incorporate into your own dishes,” 
said Hickey. 

Although it was a rushed trip, Hickey was 
honoured to be a part of the experience. 

“I found it to be a little surreal—when you 
catch a glimpse of a TV program about the 
Olympics and realize you’re in the middle of it 
all. As long as the days were and cramped as 
the kitchen trailers were, I would definitely do 
it all over again.”

Four CNA Culinary Arts students and two instructors took part in the 2010 Olympic Winter Games’ Atlantic Canada House 
pavilion on Granville Island, Vancouver. Members of the Newfoundland and Labrador team included, left to right, Paul 
Martin, David Jones, Roger Andrews (instructor), Brian Abbott (instructor), Bill Hickey and Adam Durnford.
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Major donation improves music programs at CNA

A casual conversation between two friends 
led to a significant donation of musical 

equipment to College of the North Atlantic’s 
(CNA) Music Industry and Performance (MIP) 
program.

Instructor Wade Pinhorn and music 
producer/songwriter Mike McIsaac have been 
working together on musical endeavors for 
years.

“I was at his house discussing a music 
project and he pointed to the equipment and 
said ‘You know what? I’m going to donate 
that gear to the Jam room.’ I nearly fell over!” 
Pinhorn said. 

McIsaac donated approximately $4,500 
worth of musical equipment to the Music 
Industry and Performance and Recording Arts 
(RA) programs at the Bay St. George campus. 

Pinhorn says the studio processing 
equipment allows CNA to have professional 
quality audio in its rehearsal space along with 
allowing several separate groups of students to 
rehearse simultaneously without disrupting one 
another.

“It will sound like a fully processed P.A. 
system or studio environment. The same 
amount of money in a scholarship would affect 
a select deserving few. This set up will affect 
students for years to come,” said Pinhorn.

McIsaac is no stranger to musical equipment 
or the industry itself. He has been in the 
business since 1971 and has continued to be 
active in the industry since then.

“I have managed bands, booked bands, 
owned and co-owned successful recording 
studios in Halifax and Edmonton. I have 
organized major concerts and smaller ones. 
I also write lyrics for a number of artists and 
have had a few successes,” he said. 

He is currently writing with a number of 
artists and working on a children’s musical. 
McIsaac owns All the Way Music Publishing and 
currently works and lives in Toronto. However, 
the music producer is very familiar with 
Newfoundland and spent some of his career 
watching aspiring musicians make their way 
through the music programs at CNA. 

“In the last eight years, I have watched 
some very talented people who have taken the 
MIP and RA programs at College of the North 
Atlantic, and understand well that government 
money is really hard to come by and these 
artists really deserve as many breaks as they 
can get.  If my small donation would possibly 
enhance some person’s career then it would 
bring me great pleasure to be a part of that,” 
McIsaac explained.

The students and staff are very grateful and 
excited about the donated equipment.

“I’m still blown away by the fact that 
someone in the music industry saw it necessary 
to donate this to students rather than sell the 
equipment for personal gain,” said Pinhorn.

McIsaac’s connections to the college go 
beyond the equipment. He has mentored 
artists who graduated with great success from 

the MIP and RA programs like Alex Gillard and 
Karla Pilgrim. Both have established significant 
careers in Canada through songwriting and 
performance.

“I hope that the students now, and future, 
will take advantage of the time and space that 
the school has to offer and better their careers,” 
said McIsaac.

Music producer/songwriter Mike McIsaac (left) and CNA 
students Mark Ryan (centre) and Brandon Boyd (right) 
show off the rack of studio processing equipment McIsaac 
donated to the Music Industry and Performance and 
Recording Arts programs.

A place to call their own
The Aboriginal Resource Centre celebrated its 

official opening at the Happy Valley-Goose 
Bay campus on February 24. 

The event was a huge success, with 
approximately 50 people in attendance. Guests 
included Innu, Inuit, and Metis Elders, as well 
as representatives from Aboriginal groups 
and partners. Students, staff and guests were 
welcomed to the Centre by Bobbi Mclean, 
Aboriginal Resource Specialist and by Campus 
Administrator, Winnie Montague.

Montague’s opening remarks were translated 
into Innu-aimun by one of the college’s 
Aboriginal Bridging Program students, and into 
Inuktitut from a staff member of the Labrador 
Friendship Centre.  This was followed by an 

Opening Prayer in Innu-aimun given by Elizabeth 
Penashue, Innu Elder. Elders also participated in 
the ribbon-cutting ceremony.

The Aboriginal Resource Centre is an added 
resource to the Learner Success Centre and 
campus library and is seen as an opportunity to 
share and honour cultures and to promote cross-
cultural awareness with all students and staff. 
Most importantly, it is a place for Aboriginal 
students to call their own.

The Centre was created as part of an initiative 
to assist Aboriginal students with their post-
secondary experience at the Happy Valley-Goose 
Bay campus and in response to student requests 
for a comfortable place to gather and meet. 
The room is filled with posters and displays 

of Aboriginal people and role models, as well 
as information about the Labrador Friendship 
Centre’s programs and services, various sources 
of scholarships and available funding, and other 
Aboriginal resources. Funding for the room was 
made possible through partnerships with CNA, 
the Nunatsiavut Government, the Labrador 
Friendship Centre and the MUN/Labrador 
Institute.  

Submitted by Christine Pike, Coordinator - 
Aboriginal Resource Centre, 

Happy Valley-Goose Bay campus
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Martin Flynn took his love for the outdoors 
and turned it into a hit business. 

Flynn is part owner of Marble Zip Tours 
in Steady Brook, the only zip line in Atlantic 
Canada. He is also a graduate of College of 
the North Atlantic’s (CNA) two-year Adventure 
Tourism-Outdoor Recreation program.

He says the college gave him all the skills 
necessary to start his business. The program 
covered all the general studies areas, but the 
specialized courses are what piqued his interest.

“We had some specific courses to help 
manage your own business and courses which 
were very hands on,” explained Flynn. “I found 
these very practical - things I would use in the 
real world.”

Flynn enjoyed the hands-on courses  
such as kayaking, canoeing, field navigation 
and class road trips - anything outside the 
traditional classroom setting. 

Once he completed the program, Flynn had 
developed the skills to travel and put them to 
good use. He did this by working as a sports 
director on Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines. 

“As I travelled, I learned about different 
cultures and people. However, doing the 
Adventure Tourism program led me to my 
career.  I wanted to have something unique, 
less mainstream and something that would fall 
more into the ‘hard’ adventure category, yet 
something anyone could enjoy,” said Flynn.

The zip line idea didn’t come out of thin air. 
Flynn had it in the back of his mind since he 
was a kid growing up in Forteau, Labrador.

“Growing up in a small town, sometimes we 
had to make our own fun or be a little creative. 
We didn’t have your everyday amenities (which 
I don't think is a bad thing), but we always had 

a close group of friends. I was always the one 
for being outdoors.”

Flynn had a yearning to be out of the house 
so he and a friend built a make-shift zip line 
across a sand dune. 

“It was not nearly as safe or advanced as my 
current operation, but definitely a similar idea. 
We built it for ourselves but in no time we had 
people from all over Forteau coming down to 
look at it and try it.”

When he came to Corner Brook to complete 
the Adventure Tourism-Outdoor Recreation 
program, he spent a lot of time at Steady Brook 
Falls. 

“All I could think about every time I visited 
was, ‘imagine a zip-line across that!’ I kept it 
fairly quiet and when I finished school, I did 
some traveling and research and decided to 
pursue it further. A few years later I turned a 
childhood dream into my job.”

Marble Zip Tours is like nothing anyone has 
experienced in Newfoundland and Labrador. 
The attraction consists of a series of zip cables 
and platforms placed at various elevations 
along Marble Mountain Gorge. You wear a 
harness and helmet as you soar from platform 
to platform; feeling a mix between parachuting 
and flying. You zip across lines up to 1,000 feet 
long and drops 300 feet down, reaching speeds 
of 80 kilometers an hour!

Flynn has one full-time employee and 
11 trained guides; many of them have also 
completed the Adventure Tourism-Outdoor 
Recreation program at CNA. They offer tours 
three times daily and take requests for evening 
zips. Thousands of people from Atlantic Canada, 
Germany, New Zealand and all corners of the 
globe have zipped across Marble Mountain 

Gorge. Flynn hopes the trend continues. 
“The next big thing for us would be to 

continue the zip lines back to the base of the 
mountain where it starts. We are aiming for the 
longest two zip lines in Canada.”

Flynn says he picked this as a career 
because it was his passion. He encourages 
students looking into the Adventure Tourism-
Outdoor Recreation program to do the same. 
His favourite saying is, ‘Do what you like and 
like what you do’.

“Just remember, there are three things in life 
we must do; eat, sleep and 99.9% of us have to 
work. I figured that work takes up a lot of my 
time so I better enjoy it.”

To see pictures, videos or to book a trip, 
check out their website at www.marbleziptours.
com.

Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah!
CNA graduate turns childhood dream into a reality

Martin Flynn, owner/operator of Marble Zip Tours and 
CNA alumni, took a childhood dream and made it into a 
successful business venture.

In early March, seven instructors from 
across the province participated in a pilot 

Instructional Skills Workshop (ISW).
The experiential workshop utilized a micro-

teaching model to prepare new faculty to plan, 
facilitate and assess participatory learning 
in college learning environments. The ISW is 
also used to facilitate continuous learning and 
teaching renewal with experienced faculty.

Developed by and for adult educators in 
British Columbia almost 40 years ago, the ISW 
is currently being used to train adult educators 
in public and private colleges, and in industry 
settings around the world. In fact, the ISW is 
extensively used to train new instructors at the 

Qatar campus. The purpose of the pilot was to 
determine its suitability for application across 
the 17 campuses in Newfoundland and Labrador, 
using a capacity-building model.

“This workshop gave experienced instructors 
the chance to receive feedback from one 
another on ways to improve our instructional 
skills as well as reinforcing the things we've 
been doing well,” said Kelly Taylor-Hulan, Office 
Administration instructor with the Distributed 
Learning Service.

“The atmosphere of the workshop was 
friendly and fun and it just may have helped 
us grow as instructors.  For new instructors, 
this workshop would help provide them with 

some of the tools needed before entering the 
classroom.  I don't think there's any instructor 
who couldn't benefit from a workshop similar 
to this one.”

Other workshop participants included Jane 
Connors, Sharon Kent, Arlene Sedlickas, Maurice 
Tarrant, Robin Power and Dawne Smith.

For more information on ISW contact Sheldon 
Brown, Coordinator - Continuous Learning. You 
can also view an introduction to the ISW process 
at www.viu.ca/teaching/index.asp.

Submitted by Sheldon Brown, Coordinator - 
Continuous Learning

Pilot workshop looks at new teaching model
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Continuing Education partnership enjoys success
In September 2007, the college’s Prince Philip 

Drive campus held an information session 
about a proposed Maintenance Management 
Professional (MMP) Certification Program — the 
response from industry was overwhelming.

From this session, the college would part-
ner with the Plant Engineering and 
Maintenance Association of Canada 
(PEMAC) to deliver the eight train-
ing modules developed by PEMAC. 
Targeted toward individuals in 
the maintenance management 
field,  the first module started in 
February 2008 and the final module 
concluded in December 2009. By 
that time, nine students had suc-
cessfully completed the required 
curriculum and graduated. There 
are two others with a few mod-
ules to complete, however they are 
expected to graduate this year. Any 
modules missed can be picked up 
when the new program begins. 

To celebrate the individual achievements, 
a ceremony was held at the Capital Hotel in 
St. John’s on the afternoon of December 17, 
2009. In attendance were students from the 
last class, their instructor, plus invited dignitar-
ies from their respective industries; CNA and 
PEMAC personnel were also in attendance. 

Students from NL Hydro, Country Ribbon, Petro-
Canada, Eastern Health, Memorial University 
of Newfoundland and the National Research 
Council participated. The group put all of the 
key learning objectives of the course into prac-
tice by building a comprehensive maintenance 

project. As a result of the training the employ-
ees received in the MMP program some were 
able to forecast millions of dollars in savings for 
their companies. In groups, they presented their 
Capstone Projects to a very receptive audience. 

The graduates are pleased with the train-
ing they have received. Through their pro-
gram involvement, they have started a 

Newfoundland and Labrador Chapter of the 
Plant Engineering Maintenance Association 
of Canada (PEMAC-NL), with Ken Corrigan as 
the Chapter President.   The PEMAC-NL chapter 
and CNA are involved in planning a national 
Maintenance Management conference in St. 

John’s scheduled for April 7-8, 
2010. This conference and more 
details can be found at  http://
www.maintrain.ca/Welcome-to-
Maintrain-St-John-s-NL.html. 

The Maintenance Management 
Professional Certification Program 
resumed in February through the 
college’s Continuing Education pro-
gramming—offering another group 
of graduates the opportunity to 
complete their studies over the 
next two years. Information about 
the program is available on the 
college’s Continuing Education 
website at http://www.cna.nl.ca/

corporate/con_ed.asp

Submitted by Mary-Lou Johnson, Business 
Development Officer, 

Prince Philip Drive campus.

Graduates of the Maintenance Management Professional Certification Program at CNA took 
part in a graduation ceremony in St. John’s last December. Members of the class were Phonse 
White, James McNeill, Anthony Jones, Evert Ostberg, Jamie Sheehan, Kim Jessiman, Rodney 
Griffiths, Gordon Stokes, Ken Corrigan, William Lockman (current student) and Brian Malloch 
(instructor). Missing from the photo is Ben Rauman (current student).

Labrador West promotes sexual health awareness
As a result of the Canadian Federation of 

Sexual Health (CFSH) encouraging Sexual 
and Reproductive Health (SRH) Days, the 
Labrador West campus celebrated SRH Day on 
Friday, February 12. The theme of the day was to 
promote sexual and reproductive health issues 
and raise the profile of organiza-
tions providing sexual health ser-
vices.

This year, CFSH’s 8th annual 
SRH Day drew attention to the 
prevention and treatment 
of chlamydia, Canada’s most 
prevalent sexually transmitted 
infection targeting young people. 
The official slogan, “Do You Have 
It? Can You Tell Who Does? Simple Test, Easy 
Treatment. Protect Yourself.”, was displayed on 
their attention-getting posters.

Labrador West campus jumped on board to 
help promote the message to students, and 
the campus as a whole. The campus’s Guidance 

Counselor, Michelle Snow, who has a background 
in sexual health education, thought the day 
was “a valuable opportunity to get students 
questioning their own sexual health.”

The display was held in the cafeteria where 
students were able to find an array of sexual 

health pamphlets ranging from “The 5 W’s of 
STI Testing” (Planned Parenthood, NL) to “Dating 
Violence and Consent” (NL Sexual Assault Crisis 
and Prevention Centre).

In the centre of the display was a Sexual 
Health Trivia Tree where students could test their 

sexual health knowledge. Students from various 
programs visited the display during break time 
and presented themselves front and centre to 
test their knowledge.

“It was impressive to see students display 
open and eager attitudes towards learning more 

about this somewhat uncomfortable 
subject area,” said Snow. “And of 
course, free condoms were provided 
to promote safer sex. The main 
message that students took away 
from the day was that every individual 
must take sexual health matters into 
their own hands, which begins with 
the creation of awareness on such 
vital issues.”

With a successful turnout, along with positive 
reactions from students, it is safe to say this 
was the beginning of an annual Sexual and 
Reproductive Health Day at Labrador West 
campus.

“It was impressive to see students 
display open and eager attitudes 
towards learning more about this 
somewhat uncomfortable subject 
area...” Michelle Snow
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Cisco certified
Sixteen first-year stu-

dents from the Computer 
Systems and Networking 
program (formerly the 
Computer Support Specialist 
program) received their 
Cisco Networking Academy, 
Exploration 1 – Network 
Fundamentals certificate 
recently.

College of the North Atlantic 
is a Cisco Regional Academy 
with various campuses having 
the designation of Local 
Academy. This designation 
enables the college's students 
and staff to access modern 
industry curriculum developed 
by Cisco systems, one of the leaders in the 
telecommunications industry.

Students who enroll in the academy program 
(which is embedded throughout the Computer 
Systems and Networking program) use online 
curriculum, complete on-line theory exams and 
a hands-on skills exam. If the students receive a 
mark above 75% in the comprehensive written 

final, which is proctored by their instructors, they 
also receive a letter of recognition from Cisco. Of 
the 16 students that completed Exploration 1, six 
of them received this letter. Since its inception 
at Prince Philip Drive campus, 52 students from 
the Information Technology programs have 
completed Exploration 1 – Network Fundamentals 
and 15 have completed Exploration 2 – Routing 
Protocols and Concepts.

The academy 
program, a joint project 
between the School of 
Engineering and the 
School of Business and 
Information Technology, 
has grown to include 
three active locals at 
the Ridge Road, Corner 
Brook and Prince Philip 
Drive campuses with 
plans to roll out to 
other campuses in the 
future. The total number 
of students enrolled is 
growing every semester 
with active courses in 
progress at all locations.

Submitted by 
Jackie Reid, Information Technology instructor, 

Prince Philip Drive campus

Sixteen Computer Systems and Networking students received their Cisco Networking certificate recently. 
Receiving the certification were, front, left to right; Peter Dillon, Garrett Smith, Jamie Brace, Joan Rosita, Ryan 
Bragg, Mark Bishop and Peter Walsh. Back row, left to right; Cody Boutcher, David Ryan, Joseph Baker, Jonathan 
Byrne, Mark McHugh, Jeremy Pardy, Normie Collier, Tristan Ryder, Matthew Colford, Carl March, Chris Gorman, 
Roger Wiseman, and Jane Connors (instructor).

Flight 491 Legacy Fund established

Major players in 
the Oil and Gas 

Industry in the province 
have launched a Flight 
491 Legacy Fund, a 
scholarship and bursary 
program with College 
of the North Atlantic, 
Memorial University and 
Marine Institute. 

A committee of 
business people including Brian Henley, 
President of the Alec G. Henley Group, Bernard 
(Tanny) Collins, President of PF Collins Customs 
Brokers Ltd, and Susan Patten, Chair of A Harvey 
and Company announced they have already 
raised $900,000 and aim to raise an additional 
$600,000 in the coming weeks and months.

“Following significant research and 
consultation with a broad range of industry 
members, we determined that the establishment 
of the Flight 491 Legacy Fund would be the 
most fitting way to make a contribution to the 
memory of the people of Flight 491,” said Brian 

Henley.
The Fund was developed through consultation 

with CNA’s Division of Development and College 
Advancement. Vice-President of the division, 
Corinne Dunne, says this program will be a 
lasting tribute to those who lost their lives on 
that fateful day.

“We are a province and a people that have 
been tied to the sea for generations. Through 
this Legacy program we will hopefully bring 
some comfort to the families in knowing that 
the memories of those on Flight 491 will be 
preserved and honoured by future generations,“ 

she said.
The Flight 

491 Legacy Fund 
Committee will 
raise money to 
create scholarships 
and bursaries to 
be established for 
College of the North 
Atlantic, Memorial 
University and the 

Marine Institute. The number of scholarships 
and bursaries will be determined based on the 
amount of money raised; however the initial 
goal is $1.5 million. 

The Flight 491 Legacy Fund Committee was 
established by industry partners, Newfoundland 
Oil and Gas Industries Association (NOIA), the 
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers 
(CAPP) and the St. John’s Oilfield Technical 
Society (OTS). 

To make a donation to the Flight 491 Legacy 
Fund visit: www3.mun.ca/alumni/viking.gv120.
p001.
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Next stop – Qatar!

College researchers enhance their survey skills

From December 8-12, CNA’s Office of 
Institutional Research and Planning (IRP) and 

Qatar Project Office (QPO) research staff met at 
Grand Falls-Windsor campus for training on the 
college’s new Blue/Survey software.

It is in the mandate of IRP to administer CNA 
surveys and ensure that they comply with the 
province’s Access to Information and Protection 
of Privacy (ATIPP) legislation.

“There is an increasing demand today for 
data to guide decision-making in areas such as 
recruitment, accreditation, program develop-
ment and strategic planning,” said Brian Tobin, 
Director of Academic Programs and Institutional 

Research.  “The new software, also in use at 
CNA-Q, will enable college research staff to 
develop web-based surveys and generate 
detailed reports more efficiently.”

CNA employees who completed the 
Employee Satisfaction Survey in January-
February 2010 have since had firsthand experi-
ence with the new survey software being used 
by the IRP and QPO.

Members of the Office of Institutional Research and 
Planning and Qatar Project Office participated in Blue/
Survey software training last December. Participants 
included (left to right), trainer Zelbrey Bedard, Director of 
Professional Services with eXplorance, Brian Tobin, CNA 
research analysts Ian Pye, Carla Cooper, Stephanie King 
and Jane Robinson.

Six College of the North Atlantic (CNA) teams 
participated in the fourth annual CNA 

Business Case competition at the Grand Falls-
Windsor campus in February with Team Crush, 
representing Prince Philip Drive campus, com-
ing away with the win.

For winning the competition, the team will 
now travel to Qatar in March for the CNA-Q 
International Business Case competition.

The team consists of Jess Walsh (third year, 
Business Management, Marketing), Henry Ward, 
(third year, Business Management, 
Accounting), Stephanie Pretty 
(third year, Business Management, 
Accounting) and Cyril Clancey 
(second year, Hospitality Tourism 
Management). The team was 
coached by Paul Dunne, Business 
Marketing instructor. 

Walsh says all the preparation 
for the competition was well worth 
it and she hopes her team can 
make CNA proud when competing 
in the Middle East.

“We were able to prove, not 
only to ourselves, but to the rest of 
College of the North Atlantic what 
we were capable of. We finished the first case 
in last place in our division, and we felt that we 
let everyone down. But after some inspirational 
talk from  our coach, Paul Dunne, and another 
coach, Barry Green, we rallied back the next 
morning and placed first in our division – then 
later that night, first overall!”

We spent a total of nine hours reading, 
planning, talking, working, and striving to make 
every presentation better than the one before. 

I hope that we can come back from Qatar and 
make all of them proud again.” 

Mary Vaughan is the Dean of Business and 
Information Technology at CNA. She believes 
this competition allows students to further their 
learning experiences.

“The winning team competing in Qatar 
will experience the CNA-Q International 
Case Competitions; our students will now be 
competing with colleges and universities from 
around the Gulf region,” she said.

“They will not only be challenged with cases 
that will push them further in their learning 
experiences but also provide them with a 
cultural experience – one that is related to 
their field of business. This is an excellent 
opportunity for our students that will enhance 
their employability and success.” 

“Thinking outside the box” is how Dunne 
likes to put it.

“The students are thrilled to be representing 

College of the North Atlantic in the Qatar 
competition. This team has all the necessary 
skills to win this competition. There are three 
Business Management students and one 
Hospitality Tourism Management student. There 
is a diverse range of backgrounds in this group 
that gives them the ability to think outside the 
box and in case competitions this is a great 
asset. I think the quality of all our students was 
exhibited this weekend and hopefully we can 
return from Qatar as the international winners.”

Dunne says the students 
worked hard together and 
remained focused, which paid off.

“The competition was an 
excellent demonstration of 
our students’  critical thinking 
and problem solving skills. The 
winning team was in fifth place 
after the first day, but steadily 
gained momentum throughout the 
three case analyses... saving the 
best effort for last. The students 
really showed the ability to work 
together and remain focused on 
the task before them.”

The event was hosted by the 
Grand Falls-Windsor campus. Other teams in 
order of placement were Synergy Consulting 
from Grand Falls-Windsor (second place), 
Team Mumtax from Corner Brook (third place), 
Aristotle Consulting from Grand Falls-Windsor 
(fourth place), Team Supreme from Bay St. 
George and Team Inferno, also from Prince Philip 
Drive.

Winners of the fourth annual CNA Business Case competition are Team Crush from Prince 
Philip Drive campus. Team members include, left to right, Henry Ward, Stephanie Pretty, Cyril 
Clancey, Jess Walsh and Paul Dunne (coach).
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Making a difference
Fry Family Foundation continues to support New Orleans and CNA students

The Fry Family Foundation continues to dem-
onstrate their support to the students of 

College of the North Atlantic (CNA), and the 
residents of New Orleans, by committing over 
$28,000 in funding for 12 students to participate 
in Construction Camp 2010.

As part of the Construction Camp in 
2009, 10 students went to New Orleans 
under funding provided by the Fry Family 
Foundation to lend their skills, talents and 
energy to victims of Hurricane Katrina. 
That mission left a marked impact on the 
devastated Broadmoor neighbourhood, 
including; sidewalk replacements, 
improvements to the community church, 
installation of survey points, surveys 
and drawings for current and proposed 
community facilities, and the creation of 
a documentary of these efforts.

In 2010, the students will be 
accompanied by four faculty members 
and three self-funded alumni. The 
Fry Family Foundation and CNA share 
a common vision—one of embracing 
service learning in an effort to assist 
women, children and seniors at risk, 
while improving communities at the 
grass root level. 

Frank Fry is the Executive Director of 
the Fry Family Foundation. He said there 
were a number of contributing factors 
in continuing to fund the New Orleans 
project.

“This project has very strong leadership and 
proven performance,” stated Fry. “We believe 
that our initial investment was very worthwhile 
as it helped in the education and development 
of very deserving students and most importantly 
the rebuild of a devastated area of a wonderful 
city. This is just one amazing project that we can 
all be very proud of.

“This project has exceeded our expectations. 
These student volunteers who have returned to 
the province from their experience in 2009 in 
New Orleans  are now  continuing to volunteer 
in their communities here in Newfoundland 

and Labrador.  Some are serving as municipal 
councilors, firefighters and rescue workers. They 
are redesigning school parking lots to improve 
safety.  They are working with their communities 
to design playgrounds and recreational facilities. 
This is what they were doing in New Orleans.”

One of those students is Corey Hudson, a Civil 
Engineering and Construction Camp alumni from 
Norman’s Cove. He returned to New Orleans in 

2009 using his own resources and is already 
making plans to do the same this April. 

“There is no better thing to do than volunteer,” 
explained Hudson. “I currently volunteer as a 
municipal councilor, firefighter and Army Cadet 

Officer. The people of New Orleans are in 
great need of help and I thoroughly enjoy 
putting my skills to work helping rebuild 
this great community, and our efforts are 
greatly appreciated.”

Hudson noted the community 
spirit of Broadmoor is the envy of any 
neighbourhood. It has shown him that 
with perseverance and determination, 
anything can be accomplished. He plans 
to continue helping the community and 
its residents to rebuild Broadmoor stating 
“…because there is no better feeling than 
the one you get when you have helped 
someone.” 

Hudson recently agreed to intern at 
the Broadmoor Development Corporation 
(BDC) office at their request, with part 
of his internship preparing CNA projects 
in anticipation of the 2010 group’s 
arrival.  He will be working on various 
other engineering projects as assigned.

“We are seeing the impact of the Fry 
Family Foundation’s support through the 
success of our students and the values they 
bring back to their home communities,” 
said Corinne Dunne, vice-president of 

Development and College Advancement at CNA.
“This initiative has given so much to so many 

– from the residents of the Broadmoor district 
to the people of Norman’s Cove. The foundation 
has been a valued supporter of the college since 
2006 and they never cease to amaze us with 
their generosity. Everyone is excited to see what 
we are able to contribute to the Broadmoor 
district this year.”

Darlene Spracklin-Reid, civil engineering instructor at the Ridge Road campus 
(left), has been actively involved in the New Orleans relief efforts of 
the college. She joined Hal Roark, executive director of the Broadmoor 
Development Corporation and Sheila Thomas (right), Principal of the Andrew 
Wilson Charter School in Broadmoor for the schools dedication ceremony on 
February 3.

Future CNA student?
Emily Woodfine, winner of a CNA mitts and hat 
contest, was the youngest junior volunteer at the 
Avalon Regional Figure Skating Championships in 
St. John’s. Emily could be seen proudly wearing 
her mitts and hat every day.
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A STEP in the right direction
For so many individuals who have not fin-

ished their high school education, it can 
be difficult to transition into an Adult Basic 
Education program as well as into the work-
force. Often, an ABE program is not suitable for 
certain individuals; they may require a program 
that is modified to meet their own needs and 
challenges.

The college, in consultation with Service 
Canada and Human Resources and Labour 
Employment, has produced a program that is 
tailored to these individuals.

The program, called Supportive Transition 
for Employment Program (STEP), was recently 
delivered at the Bay St. George campus. It was 
designed to accommodate learners with mul-
tiple challenges which inhibited and negatively 
affected their opportunity for success.

Chris Cooper, the counsellor involved in this 
program explains. 

“Thirteen learners reg-
istered for STEP and 10 fin-
ished the program.   All 10 
identified future career 
goals.  This is quite remark-
able considering all of 
them had various learn-
ing and other challenges 
which had impeded any career progress up to 
this point. After the initial three weeks of the 
program, the emphasis of the instructors and 
counsellor was on individual learning plans for 
all participants. The 10 who remained in the 
program met the goals we had developed for 
them. In addition, they were able to acquire 
standard first aid and traffic control certifica-
tions, both skills readily accepted in the job 
market.”

Currently, CNA’s only program for indi-
viduals who have not completed high school, 
but indicate a desire to obtain credentialed 
employment or to access and successfully 
complete a training program, is the ABE pro-
gram.  Unfortunately, the ABE program poses 

problems for some of these learners because 
it is academically oriented, individualized and 
self-paced. Learners sometimes struggle in the 
secondary system and in most cases will expe-
rience the same in future academic setting. 

STEP provides guidance to individuals seek-
ing a career or educational change. Components 
of the program include career exploration, self 
exploration, and personal planning to steer the 
participant toward an appropriate and relevant 
training or career path.

STEP guides the participants through a 
personal career and training portfolio devel-
opment process entitled “Access to Training 
and Careers”, whereby participants identify 
strengths, job opportunities and labour mar-
ket trends, learn decision making skills, and 
develop a concrete plan of action to achieve 
identified career and educational goals.

Through an in-depth analysis of workplace 
essential skills, participants engage in a process 
of discovering an appropriate career or train-
ing goal that corresponds to their  workplace 
essential skills levels, as well as their individual 
strengths, abilities and interests.  

Each learner develops an individualized plan 
based on interests, ability, limitations, apti-
tudes and goals with support and guidance 
from program instructors, a counselor and when 
applicable, disabilities services personnel. The 
individualized concept allows for flexibility and 
provides participants a welcoming, non-threat-
ening, supportive and comfortable learning 
environment.

CNA has identified a need for a transition 

program to address the needs of those indi-
viduals who do not require significant academic 
education, only an opportunity to explore their 
abilities, interests, aptitudes and career goals. 
Graduates from STEP may then pursue their 
goals, whether it be further training or employ-
ment. 

Cooper believes the program is very ben-
eficial to individuals who would like to pursue 
continuing education and beneficial to CNA as 
it meets the mandate of being an “all-inclusive” 
institution.

“The STEP program has given many of 
the participants a fresh outlook on their 
career potential as well as their personal self-
esteem.  In the final weeks of the program, it 
was very gratifying for the instructors and coun-
sellor to observe the personal growth displayed 
by the participants. Since the program ended, 

I have spoken to 
many of them, and 
all have expressed 
how much the STEP 
program has meant 
for their own self 
worth.”  

As an institu-
tion with an “all-

inclusive” policy, the STEP program allows CNA 
to meet this mandate. It also has allowed the 
students who usually fall through the cracks 
to have a chance at career and personal suc-
cess. That is where STEP has been so successful.  

As a counsellor of the program, Cooper, 
along with the instructors Lib Green and Ed 
Greene, says the personal satisfaction derived 
from delivering the program was beyond any-
thing they ever expected.

“I look forward to being a part of future STEP 
programs.”

“The STEP program has given many of 
the participants a fresh outlook on their 
career potential as well as their personal 
self-esteem..." Chris Cooper

Pennies for Peace… update
In the last edition of Currents we highlighted 

the fundraising efforts of Sandra Shallow, 
Librarian at the Burin campus, and the Pennies 
for Peace campaign. The program’s goal is to 
promote and support community-based educa-
tion, especially with young women, in remote 
regions of Afghanistan and Pakistan. Sandra has 
provided an update. The total amount raised for 

December 2009 was 126,151 pennies ($1,261.51) 
or 4 shopping carts of containers of pennies 
from Sacred Heart Academy in Marystown, 
presented here by Grade 7 students, Kaitlin 
Farrell and Kayla Power).  She says the total 
amount raised for 2009 came to $3,813.51. 
Congratulations Sandra and to everyone that 
helped her in reaching this amount!
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CNA-Q News

Things are moving quickly for the precedent-
setting international partnership CNA 

created last month through its campus in Qatar.
Qatar and Canada: Creating Solutions 

through Applied Research Partnerships was a 
roundtable organized by CNA and hosted at its 
campus in the Middle East. The event created 
a unique opportunity for high-level dialogue 
between leading officials from industry 
and educational institutions in Qatar, with 
representatives from some of Atlantic Canada’s 
finest research institutions and organizations.

A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
was signed at the culmination of the event 
between Canadian participants Dalhousie 
University, Saint Mary’s University, Memorial 
University, University of Prince Edward Island, 
the Atlantic Provinces Community College 
Consortium and Springboard Atlantic, along 
with numerous Qatar organizations including 
Hamad Medical Corporation, Sidra Medical 
and Research Centre, ExxonMobil Qatar, 
Qatar Science and Technology Park, the Qatar 
Industrial Manufacturing Company, the Qatar 
National Research Fund, and of course, CNA.  

Brian Tobin is Director of Academic Programs 
and Institutional Research at CNA. He says 
with this agreement, the Canadian signatories 
have a route to develop applied research 
collaborations with Qatar organizations. 

 “There is a list of only 11 institutions in 
Qatar permitted to apply for research funding, 
and CNA-Qatar is one of them; by partnering 
with us, these Canadian institutions will also 
be able to avail of the funding opportunities in 
Qatar.

“The broader picture is capacity sharing; 
these institutions will have access to resources 
in Qatar, which is tremendously rich in 
resources and expertise. And likewise, Qatar 
will be able to tap into the expertise found in 
these Atlantic Canadian partners.”

The roundtable was met with very positive 
feedback and a follow up meeting was held 
March 9 that Tobin predicts will bring some 
quick action.

“We had full participation from all Atlantic 

Canadian partners and the Qatar stakeholders. 
It was a very productive dialogue and there 
are already indications of project proposals 
developing in the concept stages,” said Tobin, 
“for example, Dalhousie is quite engaged in the 
notion of partnering on a project – a ship-based 
laboratory for oceans research.”

Dr. Martha Crago is VP of Research at 
Dalhousie University. She says the potential 
for cooperation in creating global research 
impact was clear after being introduced to 
the remarkable country of Qatar, its visionary 
research and higher education agenda. She 
is returning in April to meet with Qatari 
stakeholders to discuss the potential of a 
global-concept oceans research vessel.

“One of the things I want to discuss in 
Qatar is the interest and feasibility of a Qatar 
Foundation-funded ship – a global marine 
research vessel. The idea would be to have 
universities and colleges of Qatar and Atlantic 
regions of Canada, but also major national 
research universities, partnered in what 
I’m going to call a mobile research centre,” 
explained Crago.

“Dalhousie’s vision is that good marine 
research universities in, for instance, Australia, 
South Hampton, South Africa, and other 
countries throughout the globe could all 
be part of a research network conducting a 
shared marine research agenda from this ship. 
The project also includes some very unique 
educational opportunities – oceanographers 

could take college students to train on certain 
technical aspect of projects, undergrads could 
do research projects, graduates could do thesis 
research, post docs could be involved. This 
provides a range of college and university 
training across a number of institutions in Qatar 
and the rest of the world, making this a very 
unique educational and research situation. It 
aligns well with Qatar’s vision and its potential 
to provide outstanding world leadership in 
environmental research and education.”

Mike Long is Chair of Applied Research at 
CNA-Q; he says the Qatar contingent is as eager 
to move forward as its Canadian partners. 

“It didn’t take long for both groups to 
recognize the strong synergies that exist 
between Qatar and Canada,” said Long.

“We are already in discussions with a 
number of medical research centers on 
potential collaborations here… (and) initial 
discussions on a second and expanded event 
have taken place. So, we look forward to 
hosting our colleagues once again.”

Applied Research partnership moves forward

CNA-Q News pieces submitted by Tanya Alexander
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Doha runs for Terry Fox

“We had the best Terry Fox Run ever in 
Doha this year!” said Eleanor Kenny, 

Chair of Language Studies at CNA-Q and lead 
organizer of this year’s run. “We had over 1,300 
people and raised over 100,000 QR – or about 
$33,000 Canadian.” 

This is Kenny’s seventh year at the college 
and her seventh year of involvement with the 
Terry Fox Run in Doha. She says Sandy Ventin, 
a Canadian from Toronto, who was involved 
with The Canadians in Qatar (a volunteer group 
who volunteer their time to create events and 
activities to bring Canadians together in Qatar), 
started the run in Doha eight years ago.

According to Kenny, the number of 
participants, the amount raised and the venue 
has changed over the years. This year was the 
second time it was held at CNA-Q and she feels 
it’s the best location, as shown by the turnout 
and funds raised. It was also a special year for 
the run – Terry Fox’s sister Judith Fox-Alder was 
in attendance.

“The folks in Abu Dhabi got their national 
airline to fly Judith and Breeda (McClew, of the 
Terry Fox Foundation’s International Office) to 
this part of the world for their Terry Fox Run. 

Abu Dhabi is only an hour from here by plane 
and since their run was February 19 and ours 
was February 12, we figured we could bring 
them in early and they could attend both runs. 
Then it turned out Mumbai was having their run 
on Sunday the 14th so they went there too,” 
she said.

The excursion was of a personal sacrifice to 
Fox-Alder, as her family was back home taking 
part in the Olympics, said Kenny.

“I know Judith was aching to be in 
Vancouver, her home town, as her mom 
Betty Fox was one of the people who brought 
the flag into the stadium at the opening 
ceremonies. And her dad did a leg of the torch 
relay,” Kenny recalled.  

“Judith was telling us about her parents’ 
involvement in the Olympics and about a 
special award in Terry's name being given for 
the athlete who most represented Terry's spirit 
at the games. She had a hard time choking 
back the tears. I know she really wanted to be 
in Vancouver for the occasion but she came to 
us instead; she came here and everyone was 
so impressed with her.”

Judith Fox-Alder has been International 

Director of the Terry Fox Foundation for two 
years. She was just a child when her big 
brother was diagnosed with osteogenic 
sarcoma (bone cancer) at 18 and forced to 
have his right leg amputated six inches above 
the knee. Rather than become despondent, 
Fox was inspired by the other cancer patients 
he met in hospital and decided to run across 
Canada to raise awareness and money for 
cancer research. 

He began the run in St. John’s, 
Newfoundland and Labrador on April 12, 1980, 
and ran across the province, then the country, 
until being forced to stop outside of Thunder 
Bay, Ontario when they discovered the cancer 
had reached his lungs. He passed away June 
28, 1981 but his legacy lives on in the work of 
the foundation and the support of millions of 
volunteers throughout the world. 

While at the event, Kenny says Fox-Alder 
took the opportunity to speak with individual 
participants and volunteers. 

“She wrote down all these stories that 
everyone told her about their experience with 
Terry's story. One little girl’s dad works with us; 
she told Judith the story about living in Sweden 
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Doha runs for Terry Fox

and telling her class the 'Canadian' story of Terry 
and how the class reacted,” Kenny says.

Fox-Alder also took the time to present 
plaques to the organizers and to say a few 
words to everyone on her family’s behalf.

“I want to thank you for honouring my 
brother in such an incredible way today. It is 
obvious there was so much time and effort put 
into organizing your Terry Fox Run, and I was 
honoured and proud to be here today,” she 
expressed with much emotion.

“I remember Terry saying that it bothered 
him when all he heard was "Terry!" and people 
cheering and clapping for him… he said that he 
could not have done what he was doing or get 
as  far as he did without Doug and Darrell and 
the rest of the people that  joined along the 
way. The same is true today with our amazing 
volunteers – the Foundation would not be the 
success it is without the effort and commitment 
that you all put forth.”

Kenny herself also shares a personal 
connection to this event.

“My dad was a WW2 amputee. He lost half 
his left leg in action in France. Maybe that’s why 
Terry’s run was originally so poignant for me. I 

remember my dad and all his old buddies being 
so worried about Terry’s stump. My dad was also 
a professional boxer before the war, so he was 
an athlete, as was Terry,” said Eleanor.

“I don’t know, but really, who doesn’t tear 
up at the story of Terry Fox no matter what their 
background is? My first run was in Stewart, BC 
at the primary school in 1982 or 1983.”

Along with the team of organizers including 
Mary Anne Skill, Mark MacIsaac, John Little, 
Kerry Suek, Lonnie Croal, and Mike O’Leary, 
many other people helped make it a full day of 
food, fun and run says Kenny. 

“Photos were done by professional 
photographer Bob Stephenson, who happens 
to work at the college as an instructor. Kerry 
Suek gets this lady to come every year to do 
face painting and she's extraordinary! Health 
professionals from the cancer hospital in Doha 
had a cancer information booth at the run 
manned by their volunteers, and food was 
provided by the Four Seasons – Simon Casson, 
the General Manager, came with his kids and 
helped the chefs prepare the food,” said Kenny.

“And Ruth Benson, who is a long time CNA 
employee, was in charge of registration and 

certificates this year. The other organizers asked 
if I could clone her for next year!”   

Mark MacIsaac, co-organizer and Business 
Development Specialist at CNA-Q, summed it up 
as a stellar experience for all.

“Judith Fox-Alder graced us with a 
wonderful speech before we ran – hardly a 
dry eye on the field – and with her warm, 
remarkably accommodating presence all day 
long. Everybody remarked what a great event it 
was – congrats to Eleanor Kenny and the rest of 
the organizing committee.”

To date, close to $500 million has been 
raised worldwide for cancer research in Terry's 
name through the annual Terry Fox Run, held 
across Canada and around the world. To learn 
more, visit the Terry Fox Foundation website: 
www.terryfox.org.
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CNA expands on experiential learning while 
crossing cultures

It’s official! The college has formalized an 
agreement with its campus in Qatar for a 

series of exchanges that will give the oppor-
tunity of work-term, study abroad and clinical 
placements to over 35 students this year.

The International Education Student 
Exchange proposal will see a potential 16 stu-
dents placed in work-terms this summer. 
Eight CNA-Q students have the opportunity to 
come to CNA to work in HR, Learner Services, 
Marketing and Communications, Information 
Technology, Research and Development, 
and Administration throughout the province. 
Meanwhile, eight CNA students may avail of 
placements as lab and office assistants in vari-
ous departments at CNA-Q including Health 
Sciences, Engineering, Student Services, Finance 
and Information Technology.

Exchange activity is something Qatar Project 
Manager Mike Campbell says was always in the 
picture; the success of the past two years of 
pilot exchange provided the foundation for this 
new initiative.

“Since officially announcing the exchange 
initiative just before the new year, we’ve had 
wonderful response from people in all depart-
ments throughout CNA and CNA-Q to work with 
us in providing this learning and work expe-
rience for our students. Now that we have an 
International Education Coordinator synchroniz-
ing all this activity, we’ve been able to expand 
beyond our expectations,” said Campbell.

Laura Cowan is the International Education 
Coordinator at CNA-Q. She says the student 
exchange is a direct reflection of the college’s 
vision, which aims to prepare students for a 
global economy. 

“In the past two years, there have been 
a number of our Co-op Engineering students 
who travelled from Newfoundland to the Qatar 
campus in Doha. These students were hired 
as lab assistants in their program areas at the 
Qatar campus where they gained relevant 
work experience while completing their work-
term requirements. A reciprocal group of stu-
dents from the Business program at the Qatar 
campus have gone to Newfoundland (either 
Stephenville or PPD campuses) in a similar type 
of exchange activity,” said Cowan.

“When we sent out the Expression of 
Interest in November, it was with the hope to 
expand this opportunity to include students 
from non-co-op program areas.”

Wishes do come true. Not only did an over-
whelming response come in for the work-term 

exchange, but two new exchange programs 
have emerged as a result. 

A Clinical Placement International Exchange 
was implemented when two Medical 
Radiography students from Prince Philip Drive 
(PPD) campus travelled to Qatar on March 24. 
Samantha Turnbull and Jill Penton are currently 
doing the third, and last, year of their program, 
which is completely clinical-based. One is work-
ing at St. Claire’s Hospital in St. John’s and the 
other at the Janeway Children’s Health and 
Rehabilitation Centre.

“I really enjoy the program very much, 
especially the clinical portion… it allows you to 
experience the clinical environment hands-on,” 
says Turnbull.  “I was ecstatic when I received 
the call saying I was chosen. I expect to learn 
a lot from this… it will be interesting to spend 
time in the hospital there.”

Jane Gamberg is Dean of Health Sciences at 
CNA. She says one of the most exciting aspects 
of this opportunity is for students to compare 
health standards in a different part of the world.

“They get to travel to another country and 
compare technologies, doctor-patient dynam-
ics, treatments… they can really compare stan-
dards... there is some very good practice in both 
places. They can actually bring back ideas here 
to our health care environment. It’s powerful 
stuff in many ways,” says Gamberg.  

“Also, it’ll give them great material for pre-
sentations. They’d very rapidly get accepted 
for conference presentations with this type of 
experience.”

The clinical exchange will also welcome two 
Medical Radiography students from CNA-Q to 
PPD in May. In addition, two students from each 
campus enrolled in the Respiratory Therapy pro-
gram will take part in a simultaneous exchange 
in May. The CNA-Q students will come to St. 
John’s at a time when they can take advan-
tage of the Canadian Society of Respiratory 
Therapists conference May 13-16, after which 
they begin their two-week placement.

Christine Bolan is Dean of Health Sciences 
at CNA-Q and a member of the selection team 
that chose the value-added timing for the 
exchange.

“The CNA-Q Respiratory Therapy students 
will register as students and join the conference 
as any other participant. Attending conferences 
provides for networking and exposure to schol-
ars in the field and an opportunity to hear from 
professionals on a broad spectrum of emerging 
research and standards,” says Bolan.

“This is the only conference in Canada that 
focuses solely on the Respiratory Therapy pro-
fession and therefore provides a unique oppor-
tunity to reach the anticipated 400 or more 
participants in attendance.”

Yet another exchange to evolve is the Study 
Abroad program, which will bring 12 students 
and two faculty to a CNA campus this sum-
mer for an eight-week English as a Second 
Language (ESL) immersion program. Students 
will study a level of required English to prepare 
them to enter the Business program at CNA-Q in 
September.

In her role, Cowan says she is working with 
the college to create a complete experience 
for students – one where they find intercultural 
development with these international educa-
tion experiences.

“These programs will encourage student 
development and growth in cultural awareness, 
leadership skills, tolerance… and maturity.”

And as she gets ready to embark on 
her adventure in the Middle East, Medical 
Radiography student Jill Penton couldn’t agree 
more.

“This is the opportunity of a lifetime, to be 
able to experience the lifestyle in Qatar and to 
take part in their health care system during a 
two-week clinical. To live in and learn about 
a different culture is something I had always 
hoped to accomplish,” says Penton.

“I know it will be a life-changing experience 
that will stay with me forever and one that I 
will proudly share when I return.”

Jill Penton, left, from Joe Batt’s Arm, and Samantha 
Turnbull, from Port Hope Simpson, Labrador, are completing 
a required clinical placement for the last year of their 
Medical Radiography program at hospitals in St. John’s and 
were chosen for a two-week exchange placement in Qatar.
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College signs supply management 
training partnership

Message received

The college has signed a partnership agree-
ment with the Newfoundland and Labrador 

Institute for the Purchasing Management 
Association of Canada (NLI-PMAC) to offer 
Supply Management Training to Newfoundland 
and Labrador’s labour force.

PMAC is the leading professional associa-
tion in Canada for supply chain management 
professionals. The course offered through CNA 
has been designed for employees wishing to 
develop their skills in the supply chain sector 
and is among the first to be accredited by the 

Supply Chain Sector Council of Canada.
“Supply chain management encompasses 

the planning and management of all activities 
involved in sourcing, procurement, conversion, 
and logistics management  It also includes the 
crucial components of coordination and collabo-
ration with partners, which can be suppliers or 
third-party service providers, and/or customers,” 
said Joanne O’Leary, Business Development 
Coordinator for the Prince Philip Drive campus. 

The training will provide learners with the 
necessary skills for national certification. If 

qualified instructors are available, the supply 
management training can be made available at 
all of CNA’s 17 campus locations throughout the 
province.

“The training will be offered through face-
to-face traditional classroom training or video-
conferencing services,” said O’Leary.

This training enables successful learners to 
be recognized by current or potential employ-
ers as trained professional according to national 
standards.

Two first year students from the Graphic 
Design program at Prince Philip Drive 

campus, Nicole Fulford and Kyle Callahan, 
were winners in the Epilepsy Newfoundland 
and Labrador Bus Shelter Design contest. The 
students’ goal was to design bus shelter ads 
that would highlight Epilepsy Awareness Month 
(March) across Canada. Their submissions have 
been posted at select shelters in St. John’s.

Look out for the moose… burgers!
The Bay St. George Snowmobile Association 

(BSGSA) raised $360 in aid of the Bay St. 
George Sick Children’s Foundation.The money 
was raised through a Trail Side BBQ held March 
13th at the Alder Pond Shelter in Cold Brook. 
The BSGSA supplied CNA with moose meat and 
the college did the rest; making the burgers, 
supplying the water, condiments and buns for a 
worthwhile cause. The association had a great 
turnout with well over 100 snowmobilers drop-
ping by for a chat and a mug-up. The money 
raised was presented to the foundation at their 
annual Sick Children’s Telethon.

Photos submitted by Carl Shave
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What it takes to be a college instructor

CNA students and staff fundraise for Haiti Relief

Hundreds of people turned out for a Haiti 
Relief fundraiser at the Bar Room in Corner 

Brook as a silent auction and impressive list of 
live bands brought in thousands of dollars for 
the Canadian Red Cross Haiti Relief Fund.

Corner Brook resident April Macdonald was 
responsible for organizing the event.

“We have almost $3,500, most of which 
came from the silent auction and smaller 
donations given at the door,” said MacDonald. “It 
was incredible to see the support and generosity 
from the community, many of whom not only 
attended the event but also donated items 
which were auctioned throughout the night.”

Items included jewelry, CDs from musicians 
who performed, local art work, gift certificates 
and paintings. College of the North Atlantic 
(CNA) students and staff donated to the very 
worthy cause as well. 

“I am so thankful for everyone who donated 
and performed. Without support from the 
communities, fundraisers like these would not 
be possible,” said MacDonald. 

Two CNA Visual Arts students heard about 
the Haiti fundraiser and donated black and white 
stills to the auction.

Jonathan Pardy, a first year Visual Arts 
student, donated his photography pieces to the 

auction. The photos were black and white shots 
of a small town in Newfoundland. 

“I was glad that I was able to donate 
something to such an important cause. I think 
it’s important for everyone across Canada to 
continue to support Haiti, especially in this 
desperate time of need,” Pardy said. 

Lorne Bishop is an instructor with the Visual 
Arts program; he also donated two paintings to 
the event.

“One piece was painted on the beach of 
Lobster Cove, Bonavista Bay. The other was 
Harry’s River on the Hanson Highway outside of 
Stephenville. Both paintings were field studies 
I did on location. I find it relaxing as well as 
a fun challenge to paint directly from nature,” 
explained Bishop. 

He was happy to donate some of his 
creations to the cause and says he considered 
a cash donation, but liked the idea of donating 
his work to raise even more money and put his 
talents to good use. 

“Sometimes, when I hear about disasters in 
other parts of the world, I am left with a feeling 
of helplessness. It’s so far away, there’s nothing 
really that I can do to help. In the case of 
Haiti, however, because it’s such a small place, 
people’s contributions can make a difference. It 

seems like Haiti is on our doorstep and we are 
helping our neighbours. Our contributions can 
have an effect,” said Bishop.

CNA students and staff were involved 
with many different Haiti Relief fundraisers 
over the past few months including a live 
musical performance, cooking fundraisers and 
silent auctions. Through internal and external 
fundraisers CNA staff and students have assisted 
in raising more than $6,000.

Jonathan Pardy donated his black and white photographs 
of a small Newfoundland town to the Haiti Relief silent 
auction earlier this winter. Pardy is a first-year Visual Arts 
student at the Bay St. George campus. 

CNA’s Dale McGory was one of three post-
secondary instructors from across Canada 
featured in the Globe and Mail’s Report on 
Colleges and on the GlobeCampus.ca website. 
The article was written by freelance writer, Erin 
Millar. 

It was his relationship with his former 
instructors that brought Dale McGory into 

the classroom. After having overseen the 
opening of a successful Mexican restaurant 
and a number of the first McDonald’s fran-
chises in Newfoundland, Mr. McGory’s knack 
for managing people caught the eye of the 
instructors he had studied with at College 
of the North Atlantic, who asked him to 
teach a seminar to women interested in 
entrepreneurship. He was hooked. “Training 
and development was the thing I loved the 
most about my work.” He began pursuing 
further education and is now the co-ordina-

tor of the business management program at the 
college.

In his own classroom, Mr. McGory often forms 
long-lasting relationships with his students, as 
he did with his instructors as a student 28 years 

ago. His students benefit from his advice and 
industry contacts long after the ink on their 
diploma has dried.

McGory exemplifies another quality that 
makes a great college instructor: in-depth 

knowledge about the latest technology 
and needs in his field. While university 
professors often take a sabbatical to 
study, instructors at College of the 
North Atlantic are encouraged to take 
the time off to work in industry. Last 
year, McGory worked as a mediator 
for the Labour Department of British 
Columbia, which gave him insider 
observations and knowledge he now 
uses in the classroom.

Dale McGory (standing), Instructional Coordinator for Business Administration 
at PPD, was featured in the Globe and Mail’s Report on Colleges and on the 
GlobeCampus.ca website.
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Enhancing a culture of continuous learningCNA students and staff fundraise for Haiti Relief

College of the North 
Atlantic has always rec-

ognized the value of pro-
fessional development and 
its importance in ensuring 
a qualified, motivated and 
skilled workforce.

Identifying it as a priority 
in its 2008-2011 Strategic Plan, 
and in response to results 
obtained in the 2008 employee 
satisfaction survey, President 
Jean Madill convened a 
Continuous Learning (CL) 
Task Force in 2009 to fulfill a 
critical mandate to “…prepare 
recommendations to the 
College Executive on a new 
Continuous Learning Policy, 
Procedure, and Process”.

The transition from “Professional 
Development” to “Continuous Learning” was 
embraced by the CL Task Force to address the 
desired cultural shift from that of supporting 
employee learning activities to one of employee 

development through reflection, learning and 
growth.

Through a consultative and collaborative 
approach, the CL Task Force provided seven 
recommendations designed to direct and 
support the development of an enhanced 
continuous learning culture at CNA. Endorsed 
by College Executive and supported through 
the secondment of Kevin Deveau as CL Project 
Leader, the process of addressing these seven 
recommendations began in earnest in January, 
2010.

Recognizing the importance of involving 

stakeholders in the initial planning and design 
of proposed solutions, Deveau established a 
Continuous Learning Project Team consisting of 
Lorne Barbour and Jim Marsden (Continuous 
Learning Coordinators and original CL Task Force 
contributors) to develop a strategy that would 

allow input from a cross-section of college 
employees.

Through a call for expressions of interest, 
24 individuals from a variety of departments 
and functional areas were brought together 
for two days of Project Management training 
and Continuous Learning Project work plan 
development. A dedicated team for each Task 
Force recommendation was established with the 
primary goal of using the skills learned in the 
workshop to create a clearly-defined work plan 
by the end of March 2010.

Information from these work plans are to be 

incorporated into a proposal, to be presented 
to Executive this spring, outlining a strategic 
approach to the implementation of the CL Task 
Force recommendations. As we move into 
the implementation phase of the CL project, 
involvement from the college community will be 

critical for ensuring we all work together to build 
an enhanced culture of Continuous Learning at 
College of the North Atlantic.

Submitted by Kevin Deveau, Continuous 
Learning Project Leader

Twenty-four individuals from a variety of departments and functional areas were brought together for two days of Project Management training 
and Continuous Learning Project work plan development. Their goal was to utilize skills learned in the workshop to create a clearly-defined 
continuous learning work plan for the college.

The transition from “Professional Development” to 
“Continuous Learning” was embraced by the CL Task 
Force to address the desired cultural shift from that 
of supporting employee learning activities to one of 
employee development through reflection, learning and 
growth.
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IT instructors receive certification

CNA joins Project Hero
College of the North Atlantic (CNA) is now 

one of a host of Canadian colleges and uni-
versities participating in Project Hero, a scholar-
ship program established to help dependants of 
Canadian Forces members who lost their lives 
during an international assignment.

Project Hero scholarships will be awarded 
by the college from September 2010 through 
to August 2015 to those who qualify and are 
accepted as full-time students in a diploma or 
certificate program offered at CNA.

“The college is proud to assist the families 
of Canadian Forces members who have given so 
much for our country,” says Jean Madill, President 
of CNA. “This program is a way of saying thank-
you, and to ensure their family members have 
an opportunity to receive an education after 
suffering the loss of a loved one.”

Students receiving the scholarship will have 
their tuition waved for the normal duration of 
their chosen program.

Project Hero was founded by retired 

Canadian General Rick Hillier and Kevin Reed, 
the Honorary Lieutenant-Colonel of the 31st 
Brigade, Service Units and Chairman of Equity 
Transfer and Trust Company.

For more information on Project Hero call 
1-888-982-2268 or email info@cna.nl.ca.

School of Business and IT implements Outcomes 
Assessment Plan

“What am I attempting to accomplish?  
How will I know if it has been accom-

plished?”
These are questions faculty ask themselves 

on a regular basis. The School of Business and 
Information Technology faculty at 15 campuses 
strive each day for excellence in teaching and 
learning. In order to aid in this endeavour the 
school completed its Outcomes Assessment 
Plan in October 2009, which will now assist 
faculty in answering these questions, and in 
framing even more meaningful ones.   

The Outcomes Assessment Plan facilitates 
a learner-centred approach to teaching 
and learning.  Fundamental to the plan are 
criteria and standards from both education 
and industry. These criteria and standards 
have informed faculty in the development of 
program outcomes for all of CNA’s business 
programs. 

The program outcomes will assist faculty in 
their decisions related to course design and the 

learning activities that should be incorporated 
into the learning environment to ensure the 
highest quality of learning takes place. The 
tools designed to assess whether course and 
program outcomes have been attained will be 
authentic in order to capture evidence of the 
true quality of learning that has taken place.

Based on assessment feedback, best 
practices will be shared and identified areas 
needing refinement will be improved upon. The 
cyclical nature of assessment, and the resulting 
opportunity for ongoing quality assurance it 
provides, ensures that CNA’s School of Business 
and Information Technology programs will 
continually aspire to excellence.  

As business and office administration faculty 
embrace our Outcomes Assessment Plan, the 
questions will move from being faculty focused 
to learner focused. The new questions will be, 
“What will students know/do/value at the end 
of the course/program? How will we know that 
learning has occurred? How will I design and 

facilitate active and engaging learning?” 
The journey for finding answers to these 

questions is exciting!

Submitted by Sharon Collins, Assessment 
Coordinator, School of Business and Information 

Technology

Three instructors from the Corner Brook 
campus recently completed another step 

in their Cisco Academy training. Ed Stone 
(Computer Systems and Networking instructor), 
Darryl Murphy (Programmer Analyst instruc-
tor) and Blaine Brake (Computer Systems 
and Networking instructor) were recognized 
for this significant achievement by Campus 
Administrator, Bern Stratton (left). The timing 
of this achievement is fitting as the School of 
Business and IT continues to build awareness of 
the opportunities for Cisco training at campuses 
that offer Engineering Technology and IT pro-
gramming.
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PCA training a success in central
Fourteen people from Springdale and sur-

rounding areas completed Personal Care 
Attendant (PCA) training from the College of the 
North Atlantic, Springdale Site in February, final-
izing the first PCA offering at the central loca-
tion.

The program, which began in September 
2009, was lead by instructors Beverly Reid and 
Rose Saunders. The campus wishes to thank 
its partners and agencies in the region for 
providing speakers, clinical placements and 
supports throughout this project.  Each student 

completed two clinical placements at the Valley 
Vista Citizen’s Home and their support network 
was exceptional.

Graduates of the program included front, left 
to right; Jane Clarke, Natasha Rice, Stephanie 
Rice, and Holly Janes; middle, left to right; 
Beverley Reid (Instructor), Trixie Ryan, Jill 
Roberts, Loretta Jacobs, Regina Reeves, Mona 
Colbourne, Rose Saunders (Instructor); back, left 
to right; Paul Evans, Lori Roberts, Jodi Lundrigan, 
Marlene Sacrey, and Tony Burton.

CNA promotes compassion and empathy at 
a young age
College of the North Atlantic (CNA) is work-

ing with the nonprofit organization Roots of 
Empathy (ROE) to encourage compassion and 
anti-bullying in the classroom.

Roots of Empathy is a classroom program 
with a mission to build caring, peaceful, and civil 
societies through the development of empathy 
in children. This marks the first time a post-
secondary institution has partnered with 
the organization.

CNA Student Development Officer, 
Charlotte Alexander, was approached by 
ROE to become one of their instructors. 
CNA sponsored her training and 
Alexander is now the ROE instructor 
with Ms. Gabriel’s Grade 1 class at 
Stephenville Primary School on the 
province’s west coast. 

“Having support from the college 
projects a sense of social responsibility 
to the community and to our future 
students,” says Alexander. “Any action 
we can take now as a post-secondary 
institution to decrease bullying in the 
school system is something we should 
be taking part in.” 

At the heart of the program are 
Sandra Target and her daughter Khloe, 
who visit the classroom every three 
weeks throughout the school year. The 
mother and daughter were chosen by Western 
Health to participate in the program. Alexander 
coaches the children to observe the baby’s 
development and to label the baby’s feelings. 

“The infant teaches the children concepts 
of child development, learning empathy and 

stages of development. The infant is the lever 
to the goal of anti-bullying and empathy among 
students,” says Alexander, who takes the 
children through nine themes throughout the 
school year.

Four-month-old Khloe and her mother visit 
the class to show the first graders what to do 
when the baby cries, sits up, or smiles.

“I will go through the development stages 
of that baby,” explains Alexander. “The mom 
and baby come for one session each theme. I 
will do a pre-visit with Ms. Gabriel’s class, and 
then when the family visit happens, there are 
games and activities and curriculum that I go 

by. They get to see what stage the baby is going 
through.”

Alexander then goes back for a post-visit 
and talk about what the children experienced. 
How did it make them feel? How did they see 
the emotions of the baby and relate it to their 
own relationships? If the baby cries, can they 
recognize the sadness in classmates?

“They are learning the bond 
between parent and baby, and 
they are learning the development 
stages. They learn so many 
expressions and feelings and take 
that back and relate it to their 
own relationships. Sometimes they 
will say ‘my baby brother did this 
or that.’ Later on they can really 
relate it to their classmates,” says 
Alexander, noting that parents are 
provided with frequent newsletters 
explaining how the children are 
responding to the program.

The students have become 
smitten with Khloe. They have a 
bulletin board with pictures and 
drawings of the four-month-old and 
get very excited when she comes 
to visit.

Alexander will be a ROE 
instructor for the next two years 

and hopes to partner with a Grade 8 class next 
year.

“It’s a recruitment initiative from the college’s 
perspective, to recruit students through word of 
mouth. It’s a nice feeling, as a staff member, to 
know that the college is socially responsible.”

College of the North Atlantic has partnered with Roots of Empathy to encourage 
compassion and anti-bullying in the classroom. CNA’s Student Development Officer, 
Charlotte Alexander (back left) is the Roots of Empathy instructor for Ms. Gabriel’s Grade 
1 class at Stephenville Primary School.
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CNA campuses receive business 
program accreditation

College of the North Atlantic (CNA) has 
received international accreditation for 

all its Business Administration and Business 
Management offerings through-
out the province. The programs 
received accreditation from 
the Association of Collegiate 
Business Schools and Programs 
(ACBSP).

Campuses offering business 
programming are; Bay St. George, 
St. Anthony, Port aux Basques, 
Grand Falls-Windsor, Burin, 
Carbonear, Bonavista, Prince Philip Drive, Corner 
Brook, CNA-Q, Clarenville and Baie Verte. The 
accreditation also includes business programs 
offered through the Distributed Learning Service 
(DLS). 

ACBSP is the leading specialized accreditation 
association for business education supporting, 
celebrating, and rewarding teaching excellence. 

The association develops, promotes, and 
recognizes best practices that contribute to 
continuous improvement of business education 

and accredits qualified business programs.
The accreditation will benefit students with 

transferability of course and program credits 
and ability to reference the completion of an 
accredited program on a resume and in job 
interviews. 

This accreditation not only reinforces both 
CNA’s commitment to continuous improvement 

and student learning, but also reinforces the 
quality of teaching. 

Mary Vaughan, Dean of the School of 
Business and Information 
Technology, considers this 
accreditation to be another step 
in CNA’s commitment to quality 
education. 

“The accreditation process 
was one of internal reflection 
on our business programs that 
enabled us to highlight the 
various strengths we have 

to offer our learners. The validation of these 
strengths by the external accreditation team 
assures the community and our learners that we 
are delivering quality education.”

This accreditation not only 
reinforces both CNA’s commitment 
to continuous improvement 
and student learning, but also 
reinforces the quality of teaching. 

CNA offers unique training component 
through CT&CE

College of the North Atlantic has offered 
a unique project in partnership with 

NORTHSTAR NETWORK Ltd. to deliver IPC-A-610D 
(Acceptability of Electronic Assemblies) training.  
CNA is the first institution in Atlantic Canada to 
offer this type of training.

After winning a federal contract with 
having certified personnel trained in IPC-A-
610D as one of the agreement specifications, 
NORTHSTAR NETWORK Ltd. approached CNA.

The training (IPC-A-610D) was held over 
a four-day (32-hour) period in November, 
2009. Prior to this offering, employees were 
required to travel to Montreal or various 
locations throughout Ontario. 

NORTHSTAR NETWORK Ltd. employees found 
the training at CNA to be very beneficial in 
increasing their skill-set in this particular area.

“Some of the learners stated that the training 
information relates directly to the daily activities 
of their job. The material was explained and 
discussed in a manner that the learners clearly 
understood.” stated Darrin Fitzpatrick, Business 
Development Officer with the Ridge Road 
campus. 

The Institute for Printed Circuits (IPC) is a 
global trade association dedicated to furthering 
the competitive excellence and financial success 
of its members, who are participants in the 
electronics industry. In pursuit of these objectives, 
IPC will devote resources to management 

improvement and technology enhancement 
programs, the creation of relevant standards, 
protection of the environment, and pertinent 
government relations. IPC is an organization 
whose aim is to standardize the assembly and 
production requirements of electronic equipment 
and assemblies.  It publishes the most widely 
used acceptability standards in the electronics 
industry.  

The training focuses on quality assurance 

standards for the assembly of any type of 
electronic equipment.

“Under this broad umbrella one would find 
soldering including high voltage, component 
damage through-hole technology and surface 
mount, harnessing, hardware installation and 

solder-less wrap.  The instructor, 
Dave Slade, who teaches full-
time with CNA’s Electronics 
Engineering Technology program 
was chosen for the training 
because of his educational 
background, expertise and the 
availability of his time,” said 
Fitzpatrick.

The IPC-A-610D training benefits CNA in 
two ways. The college’s full-time instructor 
received certification to deliver this contract 
training course for the client and as a result 
can now incorporate this training into the full 
time curriculum for the Electronics Engineering 
Technology program.

Contract Training and Continuing Education 
looks forward to delivering this training to other 
clients in the near future.

The training focuses on 
quality assurance standards 
for the assembly of any type 
of electronic equipment.
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Great teachers never stop learning

Being a college instructor consists of more 
than the number of contact hours you 

have, curriculum preparation and grading 
exams. To be an effective leader in the class-
room, today’s post-secondary instructor must 
be an advocate of lifelong learning and open to 
new ideas and opportunities.

Through the continuous learning prospects 
available to College of the North Atlantic staff 
and faculty, Alison George was able to zero in on 
her career goals and expand her horizons.

George, a mathematics instructor at College 
of the North Atlantic’s Qatar campus attended 
the Great Teachers Seminar (GTS) in Alberta 
two years ago while working with CNA in 
Newfoundland. This February she was able to 
tap into her experiences as a co-facilitator for a 
GTS in Doha, Qatar - evidence that continuous 
learning has long-term benefits for both the 
individual and the organization.

“I thought it would be interesting to attend 
the seminar (in Alberta) because it involved 
communicating with educators from all 
disciplines throughout Canada, about our stories 
of successes and challenges in the classroom,” 
she recalls.

“I believe that professional development 
(continuous learning) opportunities create 

lifelong learners… and that as teachers 
we have an obligation to ourselves and 
our students to enhance our educational 
background. We have to be open minded 
and embrace new technology and teaching 
practices in our classroom to be the best 
educators we can be.”

The GTS has no specific mandate; it 
only encourages participants to have an 
open  mind. The emphasis promoted by the 
seminar was all about the "NOW!” Instructors 
need to use the resources available to them and 
not think about what they don’t have.

As a professional, George felt she needed 
to attend the seminar to discover new and 
creative methods to teaching and learning, 
and exchange ideas with other instructors. Her 
participation helped her to achieve these goals 
and learn how to empower her students to take 
control of their own learning.

“I believe that the seminar was a very 
valuable experience for my students in Qatar 
because it is my first time teaching students 
whose second language is English, and 
participating in this seminar enables me to listen 
to other instructor’s experiences and innovations 
of teaching a second language,” she explains.

“It benefitted my career because it increased 

my motivation, which increased my job 
satisfaction. In turn, it enhanced my student’s 
motivation, therefore leading to increased 
student achievement.”

During the Doha hosted seminar, George 
discovered even more new and creative methods 
to teaching and learning and exchanged ideas 
with other instructors from CNA-Q and outside 
institutions. She took those experiences and 
ultimately developed ideas and strategies to use 
in the classroom to help make it fun and inviting 
for her students.

CNA-Q mathematics instructor, Alison George, has made the 
most of her continuous learning opportunities, translating them 
into a fun and inviting classroom environment for her students.

College welcomes first group of 
Jamaican students
It’s a Tuesday morning in a classroom at 

College of the North Atlantic and 15 men from 
Jamaica sit at tables, bundled up with hats, 
gloves and big fluffy winter coats. Each has a 
notebook and pen handy, jotting down num-
bers and notes during their first day at the Bay 
St. George campus. The 15 Jamaicans are here 
to complete the Truck and Transport Mechanic 
program. They will be living in residence 
and attending school here for the next eight 
months.

“I am delighted they are here,” says Chris 
Turpin, Manager of International Business 
Development with the college who helped the 
Jamaican students make their way to CNA. 
“There is a tremendous amount of opportunity 
for them with this kind of training, and we look 
forward to doing more of it.”

The college has operations in Qatar and China, 

but Turpin focuses on building relationships with 
other parts of the world. The past couple of years 
there have been stronger focuses on student 
recruitment in India, Libya and Central and South 
America. And since last spring, Jamaica has 
become the focus.

In May of 2009 the college signed an 
agreement with the Jamaican government 
to provide college-level training to Jamaican 
citizens. These 15 men are the first students to 
benefit from the partnership.

The strategy starts with identifying industries 
with labour shortages in Canada. The college 
then works with the Jamaican government to 
identify individuals with experience in those 
industries who are currently underemployed or 
without work.

“We assess them here under our standards 
and then we work with representatives from the 

Jamaican government who look for shortages 
across their country. The idea would be to find 
a placement in Canada that also fits with the 
needs of Jamaica,” says Turpin.

For the first two months the Jamaican 
students are in the classroom, learning the 
Truck and Transport Mechanic trade. They then 
go out into the work force for four months to 
gain experience, and of course make some 
money. After that, they return to school for 
the final two months to obtain their college 
certification. Opportunities to obtain intra-
provincial certification (i.e. Red Seal) may then 
be possible.

While this group of students is made up of 
people who have worked in Jamaica for a number 
of years in various industries and positions, 
Turpin says once the students graduate, they 
have the opportunity to then work in Canada.

»Continued on page 20
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Do you have a college story to tell? Do 
you know a student, faculty, or staff 
member that should be recognized 
for their achievements? CURRENTS is 
looking for a few good stories about 
our public college and the people who 
make it a success. Send us your photos, 
announcements and alumni updates. 
If you have any ideas, suggestions or 
criticisms, please drop us a line. Let us 
know how we can make CURRENTS a 
better newsletter for you.
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College welcomes first group of 
Jamaican students

“Canada offers a post-graduate work permit. 
If a student attends a Canadian post-secondary 
institution for a minimum of eight months, they 
can apply and extend their time in Canada. 
The Jamaican liaison will then work with the 
Department of Immigration and Industry Canada 
to place the graduates in the work force. If 
there is a shortage of workers with a particular 
company, that employer can then have the 
person work for them for a period of time. That 
Jamaican individual may even have the option of 
then applying to the immigration process and if 
successful be able to continue to work and make 
a living in Canada.”

The Jamaican students were well prepped 
to experience the culture – and the climate – of 
Newfoundland and Labrador. Many of them 
Googled Stephenville from home, curious about 
what to expect from the quaint, but cold town. 
Student Paul Eallimore sees this as a great 
opportunity.

“It means a new life and new start for me. 
I am a family man. I am an ambassador for 
Jamaica, representing this first group and they 
can learn from our experiences and follow suit. 
It’s nice here – the people are friendly. It is a bit 
cold, but I feel very comfortable here. I’m very 
impressed,” he said.

The Jamaican Liaison Service representative 
also attended the group’s orientation with the 
15 newest Stephenville residents. Donna Adams 
is the Chief Liaison Officer who’s responsible 

for making their transition from Jamaica to 
Newfoundland an easy one. 

“They are adding value to what they already 
have. They have not had formal training, like 
college. This is a way to upgrade themselves with 
Canadian certifications and get the experiences 
required to obtain a better job. Ultimately, some 
will return home to improve production and 
some will work in Newfoundland (or other parts 
of Canada) and add to the population and bring 
their families to join them,” said Adams.

Adams says it’s been quite easy to work with 
CNA and the government of Newfoundland and 
Labrador to bring this opportunity together.

“The college has done so much for the 
orientation. It is very heart warming. Everyone 
has gone out of their way to make this an easy 
transition for them and we really appreciate it,” 
Adams said.

The chef at the Bay St. George campus 
has even offered to cook authentic Jamaican 
dishes and have all spices and other ingredients 
shipped in from St. John’s. However, the Jamaican 
students are just as excited to try traditional 
Newfoundland dishes. In fact, if you look closely 
at both islands, the cultures and people are quite 
similar.

“The history of Newfoundland and Jamaica 
go way back. We have moved on now from rum 
and cod fish to labour,” said Adams.

Put me in coach!
Nanuk sat and waited for the call to 

play in an exhibition game between 
CNA Headquarters/Bay St. George and 
the Department of Works, Services and 
Transportation. Unfortunately, the game was a 
nail-biter so Nanuk didn’t get a chance to con-
tribute – better luck next time Nanuk!


